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Atlas Pressure Control was founded to provide innovative 
quality products, exceptional service, and the best customer 
experience possible. These elements are within everything we 
do, from our innovative products and services to our highly 
experienced personnel who strive to exceed our customer’s 
expectations. These, coupled with our Titan™ digital 
information support systems that deliver real-time job 
information to all stakeholders, bring a unique experience 
for everyone involved.

At Atlas, we are doing things differently, 
which sets us apart from the rest.

Atlas, Different By Design
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OUR DRIVE
We are driven at Atlas Pressure Control to provide a 
superior customer experience in all that we do. Our 5 Star 
Platinum Standard backs this commitment. This standard 
serves to define, communicate, and direct our commitment 
to performance to our customers. We want to ensure our 
customers receive exceptional value from our steadfast 
commitment to safety, reliability, quality, and response. 

OUR CAPABILITIES
Atlas designs, manufactures, sells, and rents a full spectrum of highly engineered pressure control products. We offer 
a complete range of wellhead systems, Frac rental products, and services that deliver safety, reliability, efficiencies, 
and performance. Our focus is on unconventional oil and gas wells supporting drilling, completions, and production 
operations.
Our engineering team supports and maintains our comprehensive product lines with the latest 3D software, 
analysis, and evaluation tools to ensure each design exceeds expectations. Designs are fully developed and 
implemented to the newest API 6A standards. Our comprehensive Quality Management System (QMS) ensures that 
all aspects of design, manufacturing, assembly, and testing achieve the highest quality products possible.
Atlas maintains a network of in-house and partner manufacturing and repair avenues to deliver API 6A quality 
products quickly and effectively.

OUR PRODUCTS
Wellhead Support

Atlas’ complete line of Assurance™ Wellhead Systems offers compact drill-through performance with an unyielding 
dedication to maintaining field personnel safety and rig time efficiencies. Seven unique systems are expertly designed 
to address basin-specific drilling requirements and needs.  Each system incorporates innovative technology that 
ensures reliability and performance. Our array of compact multi-bowl designs use nested or independent load 
shoulders, quick connect BOP solutions, and thru-diverter technology that optimizes rig efficiency over conventional 
methods, making them perfect for pad drilling. Advanced tubing completion designs utilize internal Sure-Lock™ 
Technology to positively retain components with improved centralization of mandrels, mitigating rig alignment 
challenges. Atlas’ unique At-Well™ Service delivers knowledge and experience when it is time to make changes to 
a well. Our experience offers guidance in wellhead identification, selection, and sourcing to support wellhead re-
completions, abandonments, and more.

FRAC Support
We are focused on supporting frac operations with both equipment 
and technology, keeping safety and reliability at its core. Our 
advanced Kyber™ Technology Valves blend design technology, 
optimal material selection, and years of knowledge. The result is 
a valve that offers improved safety and performance when used in 
FRAC operations. Atlas’ Kyber™ Valve Technology delivers new 
heights in FRAC valve performance on the well or from one of our 
custom-designed Skid Mounted Zipper FRAC Manifolds. These 
manifolds offer easy placement, set-up, and access on multi-well pads. 
Atlas’ Relia-Frac™ Services provide precise fluid management during 
FRAC operations to maintain control, reduce NPT and ensure safety. 
Our experienced personnel can remotely and safely operate and grease 
the valves on the stacks and manifolds during FRAC operations. This 
unique remote approach can also support additional services, like 
wireline and other services, to be conducted while FRAC operation 
continues contributing to improved overall economics.

OUR SERVICE
Excellent service begins with great people, a culture that 
fosters responsibility, and always doing things right. 
Atlas understand this and is committed to ensuring that 
we provide the best possible customer experience in 
everything we do. Our service facilities are strategically 
located to provide quick and reliable support 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week. Each service support location 
is staffed with trained and experienced field service 
personnel and leadership to respond to wellhead, 
FRAC, and other customer needs. Equipment, 
tools, and trucks are continually inventoried, 
tracked, and maintained to ensure we can answer 
with the best support possible. Our shop and 
field technicians are routinely trained on our 
equipment, processes, procedures, driving, and 
HSE specific to their roles, ensuring consistency 
and reliability of our products and service.

OUR CUSTOMERS
We recognize it is easy to say you provide outstanding products and excellent service. However, at Atlas, we are 
building a future on it from our 5-Star Platinum Service Standard to our innovative equipment designs and our 
Titan™ digital technologies.  Our experienced personnel are committed to doing things better.
We invite you to experience what makes us different and what sets Atlas apart from others.
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